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A B S T R A C T

Knowing the exact sampling depth of microwave radiometry is essential for quantifying the performance and
appreciation of the applicability of satellite soil moisture products. We investigate in this study the sampling
depth (δSM) of the L-band microwave emission under frozen and thawed soil conditions on the Tibetan Plateau.
Two years of diurnal brightness temperature (TBp) measurements at a time interval of 30min are collected by the
ELBARA-III radiometer deployed at a Tibetan meadow site. Vertical profiles of soil temperature and volumetric
liquid water content (θliq) are measured simultaneously at soil depths up to 1m below the surface. The impact of
the θliq measured at different depths on the microwave emission simulations is assessed using the τ-ω emission
model, whereby the permittivity of frozen and thawed soil is estimated by the four-phase dielectric mixing
model. It is found that: 1) the sampling depth for the effective temperature depends on the magnitude of θliq, and
is estimated to be, on average, about 50 and 15 cm for the cold dry and wet warm period, respectively, because
of the seasonality in θliq; 2) the δSM is determined at 2.5 cm for both frozen and thawed soil conditions during
both cold and warm periods, which is shallower than the commonly used θliq measurement depth (i.e. 5 cm)
adopted for the in-situ monitoring networks across the globe; 3) the TBp simulations performed with the θliq
measurements taken at the estimated δSM of 2.5 cm result in lower unbiased root mean squared errors, about
14% (3.16 K) and 22% (3.36 K) for the horizontal and vertical polarizations respectively, in comparison to the
simulations with the θliq measurements taken from 5 cm soil depth; and 4) the θliq retrieved with the single
channel algorithm from the ELBARA-III measured vertically polarized TBp are in better agreement with the θliq
measured at 2.5 cm than the one measured at 5 cm. These findings are crucial for developing strategies for the
calibration/validation as well as the application of satellite based soil moisture products relying on the L-band
radiometry.

1. Introduction

Surface soil moisture and freeze-thaw dynamics are key state vari-
ables controlling water and heat exchanges at the land-atmospheric
interface and regulating the hydrologic cycle (Koster et al., 2004; Jin
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2018a). L-band (1.4 GHz,
21 cm) radiometry is recognized as one of the best suitable techniques
for global monitoring of soil moisture and freeze-thaw dynamics
(Entekhabi et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2012; Wigneron et al., 2017). Two
currently operational satellite missions make use of this technology,

namely, Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) launched by National
Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) in 2015 (Entekhabi et al.,
2010), as well as Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) launched by
European Space Agency (ESA) in 2009 (Kerr et al., 2001). Over the past
decade, numerous studies were conducted to evaluate and improve the
retrievals of surface soil moisture and freeze/thaw state obtained by
these two missions (Rautiainen et al., 2014; Rautiainen et al., 2016;
Derksen et al., 2017; Chan et al., 2018).

Several field campaigns were developed for assessment of the sa-
tellite based brightness temperature (TBp) and soil moisture products
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using L-band microwave measurements collected from ground and
aircraft-based platforms. For instance, SMOS validation campaigns
were carried out in Valencia (Spain) (Schwank et al., 2012), Rur and
Erft catchment (Germany) (Montzka et al., 2013), Sodankylä (Finland)
(Rautiainen et al., 2012) and Grenoble (France) (Pellarin et al., 2016)
across diverse land covers and climatic regions. Also a series of field
experiments were designed in support of the SMAP mission, such as
SMAPEx (Panciera et al., 2013), SMAPVEX12 (Mcnairn et al., 2015)
and SMAPVEX15 (Colliander et al., 2017a). Besides, a set of soil
moisture validation sites deployed over various land cover types under
different climatological conditions was mobilized by the SMAP mission
(Colliander et al., 2017b) to quantify the worldwide performance of soil
moisture retrievals. Part of these efforts have focused on the Tibetan
Plateau, where various in-situ soil moisture monitoring networks are
operated (Su et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2017). Since
January 2016, one of the ESA funded ELBARA-III radiometers
(Schwank et al., 2010) is deployed in one of these in-situ networks
(Zheng et al., 2017). Biases were reported for soil moisture products
produced by the SMAP and SMOS missions based on comparisons with
the measurements collected by the in-situ soil moisture monitoring
networks maintained on the Tibetan Plateau (Dente et al., 2012; Chen
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018b). Systematic dry biases
were noted for both SMAP and SMOS products across different land
covers and climate zones on the plateau, which was attributed to the
presence of Radio Frequency Interference (Dente et al., 2012), or the
use of imperfect parameterizations for the soil effective temperature
(Chen et al., 2017) and surface roughness (Zheng et al., 2018b).

However, the soil moisture measurements utilized for the above
assessments are usually taken at a soil depth of 5 cm that does not
necessarily match the sampling depth of microwave emission at L-band,
which thus brings uncertainty in the evaluation results. The soil
moisture sampling depth (δSM) is generally determined as the depth of
the soil layer whose dielectric properties dominate the emissivity of
surface soil (Wang, 1987; Escorihuela et al., 2010). The δSM is directly a
function of the wavelength (λ) of microwave emission, and both ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations indicated that the δSM is about
one-tenth of a λ, i.e., 2.1 cm for the L-band radiometry measurements
(Wilheit, 1978; Wang, 1987; Raju et al., 1995; Escorihuela et al., 2010).
The δSM also depends on the soil moisture conditions as reported by
Escorihuela et al. (2010) among others. Moreover, Zheng et al. (2017),

Roy et al. (2017), Rowlandson et al. (2018) and Williamson et al.
(2018) recently reported that the TBp signatures of ground-based L-band
radiometry measurements are also highly sensitive to the diurnal
freeze-thaw dynamics of surface soil layer (~2.5 cm). The changing
permittivity of the surface soil layer caused by the freeze–thaw transi-
tion dominates the diurnal cycle of TBp measurements (Zheng et al.,
2017). Both theoretical research and experimental research suggest that
the sampling depth of the L-band radiometry is shallower than 5 cm at
which the soil moisture measurements are commonly taken. The impact
of surface soil moisture measurement depths (i.e. 5 cm vs. 2.5 cm) on
the land surface emission simulations under both frozen and thawed
soil conditions needs to be further investigated.

We investigate in this study the sampling depth of L-band radio-
metry under frozen and thawed soil conditions at a site on the Tibetan
Plateau. Correlation analysis is performed between the ELBARA-III
measured TBp and in-situ measurements of liquid water content (θliq)
taken at different soil depths, and the τ-ω emission model is adopted for
assessing the impact of surface θliq taken from different depths on the
microwave emission simulations. The ELBARA-III radiometer (Schwank
et al., 2010) is deployed in a Tibetan meadow ecosystem to measure the
TBp at L-band every 30min since January 2016, and a vertically dense
measurement profile of soil moisture and soil temperature (SMST)
sensors is installed at the following depths: 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15,
17.5, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 cm (Zheng
et al., 2017; Lv et al., 2018).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the EL-
BARA-III measured TBp and in-situ SMST measurements, the adopted
land surface emission model and the soil moisture retrieval algorithm.
The correlation analysis between TBp measurements and soil moisture
sampling depths δSM is presented in Section 3, whereby the impact of
δSM on the L-band land surface emission simulations is also discussed.
Section 3 also provides the comparison between θliq retrievals from the
ELBARA-III measurements and in-situ surface θliq taken from different
depths. The findings are summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. ELBARA-III field site and measurements

The ELBARA-III radiometer is deployed in a Tibetan meadow

Fig. 1. Overview of ELBARA-III field site and deployed measurements.
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ecosystem situated in the northeastern part of the Tibetan Plateau,
where a well-instrumented in-situ SMST monitoring network was de-
veloped (Zheng et al., 2017). The soil type of ELBARA-III field site is
sandy loam with on average 2.2% clay, 49.7% sand, and a bulk density
of ρb ≅ 1 g cm−3 for the surface soil layer. The radiometer is mounted on
a tower with a height of 4.8 m in the beginning of 2016, and the an-
tenna beam waist is about 6.5 m above the surface (Fig. 1). The TBp

measurements with vertical (TBV) and horizontal (TBH) polarizations are
performed every 30min at observation angles of 40° to 70° in steps of
5°. A sky measurement with an observation angle of 155° is performed
once per day for calibration purposes next to the internal calibration
sequence performed as part of every measurement run. Raw data of
each ELBARA-III measurement are voltage samples consisting of 2400
measurements performed at the sampling rate of 800 Hz across an in-
tegration time of 3 s (Schwank et al., 2010; Naderpour et al., 2017). The
internal calibration adopted to derive the TBp from the raw data is based
on a two-point calibration strategy using a resistive load (RL) and an
active cold load (ACL). The RL is kept at the accurately stabilized

instrument internal temperature with an accuracy better than 0.1 K,
and the ACL is calibrated by means of cold sky measurements. A de-
tailed description of the ELBARA-III TBp measurements and data pro-
cessing is outlined in Zheng et al. (2017), and readers are referred to
Schwank et al. (2010) and Naderpour et al. (2017) for additional in-
formation on the ELBARA-III instrument and the calibration protocol
for its measurements.

Concurrent measurements of micrometeorological variables are
performed in vicinity of the radiometer tower (Fig. 1), such as solar
radiation, wind speed, air temperature, air pressure, and humidity. A
rain gauge and eddy-covariance system are setup in the ELBARA-III
field site at the end of 2016 providing precipitation and surface heat
flux measurements. Besides, a vertically dense SMST measurement
profile is installed in August 2018, which is equipped with decagon
5TM capacitance probes and EM50 data loggers that records the mea-
surements every 15min. The SMST at each depth is measured with a
single 5TM probe.

Fig. 2. Time series of measured (a) TBH and TBV at incidence angles of 40° and 50°, (b) θliq and (c) Ts at soil depths of 2.5, 5, 25, 70 and 100 cm with a time interval of
30min from 7 August 2016 to 7 August 2018. Two selected cold and warm periods are also shown.
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2.2. Land surface emission model and soil moisture retrieval algorithm

The zero-order τ-ω microwave emission model (Mo et al., 1982) is
widely adopted for the forward land surface emission modelling, e.g. by
both SMAP (O'Neill et al., 2015; Chan et al., 2018) and SMOS (Kerr
et al., 2012; Wigneron et al., 2017) missions. Recently, Schwank et al.
(2018) showed that the performance of τ-ω model in simulating the TBp

is comparable to that of the multiple-scattering two-stream microwave
emission model for weakly scattering vegetation. Zheng et al. (2018c)
also found that the performance of τ-ω model can be enhanced by im-
plementing the values of vegetation opacity and effective scattering
albedo derived from the two-stream model for the Tibetan grasslands.
New vegetation and surface roughness parameterizations were pro-
posed in Zheng et al. (2018c) to mitigate the overestimation of vege-
tation effect and underestimation of surface roughness effect that were
found for the default SMAP parameterizations for the Tibetan en-
vironment. In addition, the permittivity (εs) of frozen and thawed soil
was estimated using the four-phase dielectric mixing model (Schwank
et al., 2004). In this study, the modified microwave emission model
described in Zheng et al. (2018c) is adopted for estimating the L-band
land surface emission, whereby the effective temperature (Teff) is esti-
mated as (Choudhury et al., 1982):

=T T z z z dz dz( ) ( ) exp ( )
z

eff 0 s 0 (1)

=z z
z

( ) 4 | ( )|
2 ( )

s

s (2)

where α(z) and Ts(z) are the soil attenuation coefficient (–) and soil
temperature (K) at depth z, respectively, and εs′ and εs″ are the real and
imaginary part of the soil permittivity.

The single channel algorithm using the TBV measurements (SCA-V)
adopted as the baseline retrieval algorithm of SMAP mission is utilized
in this study to retrieve the θliq. The SCA-V is configured with above

described microwave emission model in combination with the four-
phase dielectric mixing model to retrieve the θliq using the ELBARA-III
measured TBV as in Zheng et al. (2018c). The retrieved θliq is validated
with the in-situ surface θliq taken from soil depths of 2.5 and 5 cm under
both frozen and thawed soil conditions. The result of this assessment is
presented in Section 3.4.

3. Results

3.1. Analyses of measurements

Fig. 2a shows the time series of ELBARA-III measured TBH and TBV at
the incidence angles of 40° and 50° with a time interval of 30min for
the period between 7 August 2016 and 7 August 2018. The data gap
noted for the ELBARA-III measurements is caused by a power supply
failure. Fig. 2b and c show the time series of θliq and Ts measurements
taken at soil depths of 2.5, 5, 25, 70 and 100 cm for the same time
period. The data gap noted for the SMST measurements is related to a
recording failure of the data loggers. In general, the soil is wet and
unfrozen (Fig. 2b) with profile Ts measurements larger than 0 °C
(Fig. 2c) in the warm season (e.g. May–October). During the warm
season, the ELBARA-III measured TBH and TBV variations (Fig. 2a)
generally follow the in-situ θliq dynamics, whereby both TBH and TBV

decrease with increasing θliq (e.g., between August and October of
2016), and vice versa (e.g., between June and August of 2017). On the
other hand, the surface soil starts freezing at the beginning of No-
vember (Fig. 2b) with the surface Ts measurements dropping below 0 °C
(Fig. 2c). Following the soil freezing a sharp decrease in the measured
θliq can be found (Fig. 2b), leading to the rapid increase in both TBH and
TBV measured by the ELBARA-III radiometer (Fig. 2a). The frost depth
reaches at the maximum (≈70 cm) in the mid of February, later on the
surface soil starts thawing and the soil profile is totally thawed at the
beginning of April. A rapid increase in the measured θliq can be found
during the soil thawing period, resulting in a fast decrease in the

Fig. 3. Time series of (a, c) measured TBp at incidence angle of 40° and θliq at soil depths of 2.5, 5 and 10 cm, and (b, d) measured Ts at soil depths of 2.5, 5, 15 and
50 cm as well as estimated Teff with a time interval of 30min for the selected cold (2017.11.1–2018.3.17) and warm (2016.8.7–2016.9.30) periods.
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ELBARA-III TBp measurements. Two typical periods as highlighted in
Fig. 2a are further selected for the following analyses: a cold period
between 1 November 2017 and 17 March 2018 during which the sur-
face soil layer is undergoing freezing and thawing, and a warm period
from 7 August to 30 September 2016 where the soil is unfrozen, but
subject to wetting and dry-down cycles.

Fig. 3a shows time series of ELBARA-III TBH and TBV measured at an
incidence angle of 40° for the selected cold period along with the θliq
measured at soil depths of 2.5, 5 and 10 cm. Fig. 3b displays time series
of measured Ts at soil depths of 2.5, 5, 15 and 50 cm, and the Teff cal-
culated using Eqs. (1)–(2) with the profile SMST measurements (Section
2.1) as input. The Teff is comparable to the Ts of 15 cm before the soil
freezing when the near-surface θliq is relatively high, while it resembles
better the dynamics of Ts at 50 cm when the soil is frozen that causes
θliq to attain low values. It seems that the sampling depth of Teff (δT)
depends on the profile θliq values as also reported by Holmes et al.
(2006) and Escorihuela et al. (2010), and the δT increases with the soil
freezing, i.e. the decrease of θliq. The correlation between Teff and Ts of
different soil layers is given in Table 1, which shows that the Teff is
better correlated to Ts of deeper soil layers, and the best correlation is
found between Teff and Ts of 50 cm, i.e. δT is predicted as 50 cm for the
selected cold period.

Diurnal cycles are clearly observed for both TBH and TBV in the cold
period (Fig. 3a) due to the diurnal freezing and thawing of surface soil
layer as shown in Zheng et al. (2017). Similar diurnal variations can be
noted for the θliq measured at 2.5 cm soil depth, and the amplitude of
the diurnal θliq cycles decreases with increasing soil depth. To further
investigate the δSM of the L-band radiometer measurements, the cor-
relation between the ELBARA-III measured TBp of different incidence
angles and in-situ θliq taken from different soil depths is computed and
given in Table 2. In contrast to the Teff, both TBH and TBV of different
incidence angles are better correlated to θliq of surface soil layer, and
the δSM of the L-band radiometry is predicted as 2.5 cm for the cold
period, which is in agreement with findings previously reported in
Zheng et al. (2017), Roy et al. (2017), Rowlandson et al. (2018) and
Williamson et al. (2018). It can be also found that the TBV measure-
ments generally show better agreements with the in-situ θliq in com-
parison to the TBH measurements, which supports the selection of SCA-
V as the SMAP baseline retrieval algorithm (Chan et al., 2016; Chan
et al., 2018).

Fig. 3c shows the TBp measurements of 40° and θliq measurements of
2.5, 5 and 10 cm for the selected warm period, and the Ts measured at
depths of 2.5, 5, 15 and 50 cm as well as the estimated Teff are presented
in Fig. 3d. The correlation between Teff and Ts of different soil depths is
also provided in Table 1. Highest correlation is found between Teff and
Ts of 15 cm for the selected warm period. In addition, the correlation
between TBp of different incidence angles and θliq of different soil layers
are given in Table 2. Highest correlation is found between TBV of dif-
ferent incidence angles and θliq of surface soil layer measured at 2.5 cm
for the selected warm period, while the TBH measurements are better
correlated with θliq measurements of slightly deeper soil layers, i.e. 5
and 10 cm for the incidence angle above and below the 60°, respec-
tively. Since the TBH measurements are more sensitive to the surface
roughness in comparison to the TBV measurements as indicated by
Escorihuela et al. (2010), the δSM will be investigated in the following
section through assessment of the sensitivity of land surface emission

simulations to the soil depths at which the θliq measurements were
taken.

3.2. Simulations of diurnal brightness temperature cycles

In order to investigate which soil depths for measuring θliq is most
appropriate for reproducing the measured TBp, three numerical simu-
lations are carried out for both selected cold and warm periods based on
the τ-ω microwave emission model described in Section 2.2. Specifi-
cally, the measured θliq at soil depths of 2.5 (hereafter “Sim1”), 5
(Sim2) and 10 (Sim3) cm are respectively used to estimate the soil
permittivity (εs) with the four-phase dielectric model. The Teff is esti-
mated with Eqs. (1)–(2), and the vegetation opacity and surface
roughness parameterizations suggested by Zheng et al. (2018c) are also
adopted.

Fig. 4a and b shows respectively the ELBARA-III TBH and TBV mea-
surements and simulations produced by Sim1-Sim3 for a 40° incidence
angle at a time interval of 30min for the cold period. Table 3 lists the
corresponding statistical errors, i.e. root mean-square error (RMSE),
bias, unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE) and R2, calculated between the mea-
sured and simulated TBp. From the figures we can deduce that all the
numerical simulations tend to overestimate both TBH and TBV mea-
surements during the soil freezing period between November and
January, while TBH and TBV are better captured during the soil thawing
period between February and March. The TBp simulations produced by
the Sim1 using the θliq measurement of 2.5 cm show the best agree-
ments with the ELBARA-III measurements as indicated by the highest
R2 values (0.86 for TBH and 0.90 for TBV) and lowest ubRMSE values
(8.14 K for TBH and 5.14 K for TBV). The amplitudes of the measured
diurnal TBp variations are also better reproduced by the Sim1, while
Sim2 and Sim3 produced with θliq measurements from slightly deeper
soil layers (i.e. 5 and 10 cm) are not able to match the amplitudes of the
measured diurnal TBp cycles induced by the diurnal freezing and
thawing of the surface soil layer. This demonstrates that the δSM of the
L-band radiometry is close to 2.5 cm for the frozen soil in the cold
period as was also reported by Zheng et al. (2017), Roy et al. (2017),
Rowlandson et al. (2018) and Williamson et al. (2018).

Fig. 4c and d gives the TBp measurements and simulations for an
incidence angle of 40° for the warm period, and the corresponding
statistical errors are provided in Table 3. At the beginning of the se-
lected warm period (7th to 22nd of August), the soil is subject to drying
as a result of evapotranspiration as indicated by the strong θliq gradient
between the surface soil layers (Fig. 3c), and the θliq at 2.5 cm dries
faster than those measured at the slightly deeper soil layers (i.e. 5 and
10 cm). After the 25th of August, the soil is generally wet due to the
rainfall, and this θliq gradient is relatively small. Both ELBARA-III
measured TBH and TBV during the drying period (i.e. 7th to 22nd of
August) are better captured with the simulations produced by Sim1
using the θliq from 2.5 cm, while both Sim2 and Sim3 using θliq mea-
sured respectively at 5 and 10 cm underestimate the magnitudes of
measured TBp as well as the amplitudes of the diurnal cycles. For the
wetting period after the 25th of August, the performances of all the
numerical simulations are comparable to each other. Similar to the
selected cold period, the simulations produced by the Sim1 provide the
best agreements with the TBp measurements, indicating that the δSM of
the L-band radiometry is also close to 2.5 cm for the thawed soil in the
warm period. This is in agreement with both experimental and theo-
retical investigations reported previously (Wang, 1987; Escorihuela
et al., 2010), which demonstrate that the δSM is about one-tenth of a λ,
i.e., 2.1 cm for L-band radiometry.

3.3. Simulations of brightness temperature variations during satellite
overpasses

As shown in Section 3.2, the δSM of the L-band radiometry is pre-
dicted to be close to 2.5 cm for both frozen and thawed soil conditions.

Table 1
Coefficients of determination (R2) computed between the Teff and Ts at depths
of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 70 and 100 cm for the selected cold and warm periods.

Period Ts,2.5 Ts,5 Ts,10 Ts,15 Ts,25 Ts,50 Ts,70 Ts,100

Cold-Teff 0.33 0.55 0.69 0.82 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.91
Warm-Teff 0.77 0.84 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.79

Boldface numbers are the highest R2 values for both cold and warm periods.
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However, θliq measurements of the soil surface are generally taken from
depth of 5 cm by the SMST monitoring networks that presently opera-
tional across the globe (Su et al., 2011; Colliander et al., 2017b), and
these measurements were used to assess the performance of soil
moisture products derived from the L-band SMAP and SMOS missions
(Chan et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017). To investigate the impact of the
mismatch between the δSM and the shallowest depth at which θliq is
measured by the above in-situ SMST networks on the TBp simulations,
two numerical simulations are performed using the τ-ω microwave
emission model for SMOS or SMAP descending/ascending overpasses,
i.e. 6 am/pm of local time. Specifically, the θliq measurements taken
from soil depths of 2.5 (hereafter “Sim1”) and 5 (Sim2) cm are utilized
to estimate the εs with the four-phase dielectric mixing model, respec-
tively. Other settings are identical to the numerical simulations given in
Section 3.2.

Fig. 5 shows time series of ELBARA-III TBp measurements and si-
mulations (Sim1 and Sim2) for the incidence angle of 40° for both dawn
(i.e. 6 am, Fig. 5a and b) and dusk overpasses (i.e. 6 pm, Fig. 5c and d)
of SMOS and SMAP satellites from 7 August 2016 to 7 August 2018.
Time series of θliq measured at 2.5 and 5 cm for the same time period

taken at 6 am and 6 pm are also presented in Fig. 5a and c, respectively.
The statistical errors calculated between the ELBARA-III TBp measure-
ments and the simulations produced by Sim1 and Sim2 are given in
Table 4. In general, the dynamics of θliq measurements taken from soil
depths of 2.5 and 5 cm are comparable to each other, and the correla-
tion coefficients are 0.90 and 0.82 for dawn and dusk overpasses, re-
spectively. In comparison to the Sim2 using the θliq of 5 cm, the TBp

simulations produced by the Sim1 using the θliq of 2.5 cm capture better
the dynamics of ELBARA-III measurements with higher R2 values, i.e.
0.54 vs. 0.37 and 0.65 vs. 0.41 on average for the TBH and TBV, re-
spectively. The Sim1 simulations result in a lower ubRMSE, on average
14% (3.16 K) and 22% (3.36 K) for the TBH and TBV respectively, in
comparison to the Sim2 simulations.

3.4. Retrieval of soil liquid water content

Fig. 6a shows time series of θliq measured at soil depths of 2.5 and
5 cm and the SCA-V retrievals from the ELBARA-III measured TBV at the
incidence angle of 40° for the cold period. Table 5 lists the statistical
errors computed between the θliq measurements of 2.5 and 5 cm and the

Table 2
R2 calculated between the TBp measurements of different incidence angles and θliq measurements
taken at depths of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 70 and 100 cm for the selected cold and warm periods.

Period TBp θliq,2.5 θliq,5 θliq,10 θliq,15 θliq,25 θliq,50 θliq,70 θliq,100

Cold

V40 0.91 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.75 0.52 0.31 0.42

V45 0.92 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.74 0.50 0.30 0.41

V50 0.93 0.81 0.77 0.76 0.72 0.46 0.26 0.38

V60 0.92 0.85 0.80 0.73 0.65 0.36 0.19 0.32

V70 0.51 0.63 0.59 0.44 0.34 0.12 0.08 0.20

H40 0.85 0.68 0.65 0.71 0.72 0.57 0.34 0.43

H45 0.85 0.68 0.64 0.69 0.70 0.56 0.33 0.41

H50 0.85 0.66 0.62 0.66 0.66 0.52 0.29 0.36

H60 0.83 0.64 0.60 0.63 0.63 0.46 0.24 0.30

H70 0.81 0.61 0.57 0.63 0.64 0.52 0.30 0.35

V40 0.87 0.82 0.86 0.81 0.67 0.68 0.24 0.04

V45 0.87 0.82 0.85 0.80 0.67 0.68 0.23 0.03

V50 0.86 0.81 0.85 0.78 0.69 0.65 0.206 0.03

V60 0.85 0.79 0.82 0.75 0.68 0.62 0.19 0.02

V70 0.83 0.75 0.79 0.72 0.63 0.62 0.20 0.03

H40 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.68 0.69 0.24 0.03

H45 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.81 0.68 0.66 0.22 0.02

H50 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.70 0.61 0.18 0.01

H60 0.69 0.75 0.75 0.71 0.69 0.52 0.12 0.00

H70 0.65 0.71 0.70 0.67 0.64 0.50 0.12 0.00

Warm

Boldface numbers are the highest R2 values for both cold and warm periods.
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SCA-V retrievals. From the figure we can find that the SCA-V retrievals
overestimate the θliq measurements during the soil freezing period be-
tween November and January due to the overestimation of TBV earlier
noted for the emission modelling (Fig. 4a). The SCA-V retrievals capture
well the dynamics of θliq measurements during the soil thawing period
between February and March. Notably, the SCA-V retrievals match
better with the θliq measurements of 2.5 cm, which results in an
ubRMSE and bias about 36% (i.e. 0.017m3m−3) and 55% (i.e.
0.03m3m−3) lower in comparison to the statistical errors calculated as

the SCA-V retrievals versus the θliq measurements of 5 cm. This con-
firms the previous finding that the δSM of the L-band radiometry is
closer to 2.5 cm than 5 cm for the frozen soil condition (Section 3.2).

Fig. 6b shows the measured and retrieved θliq for the warm period,
and the corresponding statistical errors are provided in Table 5. Similar
to the cold period, the SCA-V retrievals are best matched by the θliq
measurements of 2.5 cm, especially during the dry-down period from
7th to 22nd of August. The validation statistics computed with the θliq
measurements of 2.5 cm are also better in compared to the statistics

Fig. 4. Time series of simulated and measured (a, c) TBH and (b, d) TBV at incidence angle of 40° for the selected cold (2017.11.1–2018.3.17) and warm
(2016.8.7–2016.9.30) periods.

Table 3
Statistical errors calculated between the TBp measurements and simulations at incidence angle of 40°
for the selected cold and warm periods.

Simulations

TB
H TB

V

ubRMSE 

(K)

Bias 

(K)

RMSE 

(K)
R2

ubRMSE 

(K)

Bias 

(K)

RMSE 

(K)
R2

Cold Period

Sim1 (2.5 cm) 8.14 7.45 11.04 0.86 5.14 9.58 10.87 0.90

Sim2 (5 cm) 12.19 16.63 20.62 0.68 8.28 15.86 17.89 0.75

Sim3 (10 cm) 12.79 5.50 13.92 0.65 8.44 8.54 12.01 0.72

Warm Period

Sim1 (2.5 cm) 7.12 -2.63 7.59 0.85 4.94 5.45 7.35 0.87

Sim2 (5 cm) 7.55 -4.76 8.93 0.78 6.43 3.92 7.53 0.80

Sim3 (10 cm) 7.45 -7.05 10.26 0.80 5.76 1.80 6.04 0.83
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calculated with the θliq measurements of 5 cm, which supports that the
δSM is also close to 2.5 cm for the thawed soil condition.

4. Conclusion

This study investigates the sampling depth (δSM) of the L-band
radiometry for monitoring surface soil moisture and freeze-thaw dy-
namics, as well as to assess the impact of the mismatch between the δSM
and measurement depth of θliq on the TBp simulations and the validation
of θliq retrievals. Two years of TBp measurements at a time interval of
30min are collected by the ESA funded ELBARA-III radiometer de-
ployed in a Tibetan meadow ecosystem. Besides, a vertically dense
profile SMST measurement is performed next to the radiometer.

A correlation analysis between the estimated Teff and Ts measure-
ments taken from different soil depths shows that the sampling depth of
the Teff (δT) depends on the soil moisture conditions, and the δT is
predicted to be about 50 and 15 cm for the cold dry and wet warm
period, respectively. On the other hand, both the correlation analysis
and numerical simulations of TBp using θliq measurements taken from
different surface soil layers demonstrate that the δSM is predicted to be
closest to 2.5 cm regardless of the season and freeze-thaw state. This is
in agreement with previously reported experimental and theoretical
investigations (Wang, 1987; Escorihuela et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2017;
Rowlandson et al., 2018) that the δSM is about one-tenth of a λ, i.e.,
2.1 cm for the L-band radiometry. The reason for the low δSM value
noted for the frozen soil is due to the fact that the changing permittivity

Fig. 5. Time series of simulated and measured (a, c) TBH and (b, d) TBV at incidence angle of 40° during 6 am and 6 pm of local time from 7 August 2016 to 7 August
2018. The measured θliq at soil depths of 2.5 and 5 cm are also shown in (a) and (c).

Table 4
Statistical errors calculated between the TBp measurements and simulations at incidence angle of 40°
during 6 am and 6 pm of local time from 7 August 2016 to 7 August 2018.

Simulations

TB
H TB

V

ubRMSE 

(K)

Bias 

(K)

RMSE 

(K)
R2

ubRMSE 

(K)

Bias 

(K)

RMSE 

(K)
R2

6 am

Sim1 (2.5 cm) 17.94 -5.19 18.68 0.50 11.51 4.35 12.30 0.60

Sim2 (5 cm) 19.66 0.55 19.67 0.38 13.82 9.07 16.53 0.42

6 pm

Sim1 (2.5 cm) 20.07 2.60 20.23 0.58 11.77 7.76 14.09 0.70

Sim2 (5 cm) 24.67 11.18 27.08 0.36 16.18 14.57 21.77 0.41
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of surface soil layer caused by the diurnal freeze–thaw transition
dominates the TBp variations as reported in Zheng et al. (2017).

Although the δSM is predicted to be 2.5 cm for the L-band microwave
radiometry, the surface θliq measurements are generally taken at a
depth of 5 cm by current in-situ SMST networks operated on the Tibetan
Plateau, and these measurements were utilized to assess the perfor-
mance of soil moisture retrievals from L-band satellite missions (Dente
et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017). Numerical simulations of TBp using θliq
measurements taken from soil depths of 2.5 and 5 cm indicate that the
simulations using the θliq measurements of 2.5 cm produce an ubRMSE
about 14% (3.16 K, for TBH) and 22% (3.36 K, for TBV) on average lower
in comparison to the simulations using the θliq measurements of 5 cm.
Furthermore, the comparison between the θliq retrievals based on the
SCA-V from the ELBARA-III measured TBV and the in-situ θliq shows that
the SCA-V retrievals are closest to the θliq measurements of 2.5 cm for
both cold and warm periods. This confirms that the δSM is close to
2.5 cm for the L-band microwave radiometry measurements of frozen
and thawed soil conditions.

Therefore, the in-situ SMST monitoring networks are recommended
to measure the θliq at shallower soil depth close to the surface (i.e.
2.5 cm) for better reproducing the L-band radiometry measurements.
An alternative way is to use the mechanistic soil model to predict the
θliq of surface soil layer as shown in Escorihuela et al. (2010) and Zheng
et al. (2017). These findings are crucial for developing soil moisture
calibration/validation strategies as part of satellite missions relying on
the L-band radiometry. For example, Fernandez-Moran et al. (2017)
recently showed that an alternative SMOS soil moisture product (i.e.
SMOS-IC) tends to be drier than the ECMWF dataset due to the mis-
match between the sampling depths of two products. A better under-
standing of the sampling depth can also assist in appreciating the ap-
plication-value of satellite based soil moisture products.
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